
topcoats
Practicality and aesthetics. At Api we have 
always believed that ships and yachts are alive 
and that floors must take shapes around them, 
covering them and making them more 
attractive, like a tailor made garment designed 
by architects and applied directly on board, 
transforming ideas into reality
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The best-known and most widely used resin floor,  
with applications on over 100 ships, more than 20 years’ 
experience and references, and a peerless aesthetic 
appearance. This liquid product, which can be produced  
in almost any colour, is applied on-site like all Api floors  
and polymerises in just a few hours. Its characteristics  
of elasticity, flexibility and strength remain practically 
unchanged over time. The colours stay the same despite 
use at any latitude, even in areas where UV rays are  
at their most aggressive.   
Very limited maintenance needs, low weight, exceptional 
water resistance and anticorrosion characteristics,  
and the possibility of designing and reproducing drawings, 
shapes and logos mean that Flexigel decoro floors are 
an essential component in ship decoration and, because  
of their technical characteristics, make an irreplaceable 
contribution to the design of ships and yachts.  
Available in different colours and in Syntheteak version.

The Soft version has been created to obtain a stronger, 
more flexible floor suitable for all external surfaces,  
but also for indoor and outdoor sports areas on ships and 
for children’s play areas, particularly when combined with 
high-thickness, high-elasticity underlayers. Another field  
of application is in acoustically sensitive areas, where  
Flexigel decoro soft offers significant impact sound damping.  
Provided with IMO-MED certification and produced  
in an incredible range of colours and decorative granules,  
it permits numerous colour combinations and its versatility 
can be exploited to create geometric or freehand illustrations, 
offering enormous creative freedom. In addition, because 
of the application technique used, Api floors can be sanded 
when necessary without affecting the design. This ensures 
that decorative decks are durable and have almost unique 
technical characteristics. Available in different colours  
and in Syntheteak version.
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The reflective power of this latest generation resin  
floor coating significantly reduces deck heating  
and offers an ideal comfort level for all areas where  
contact with the deck is most frequent (walking barefoot, 
sitting on a bench around the swimming pool or Jacuzzi,  
or reclining on an Api resin chaise longue).   
Solarium, Lido and Spa: all areas where resin is used  
to coat not only the deck, but also the furnishings  
that can be produced using this innovative material. 
Available in different colours and in Syntheteak version. 

This is the best-known resin floor for technical and work 
areas and has been installed on hundreds of cruise, 
working and military vessels.   
Produced with the desired anti-slip level and various 
finishings depending on the required effect, Flexisecurit er 
forms part of the new “Api galley floor” concept and can 
also be used in all catering areas, in onboard workshops 
and crew stairways, in garbage treatment and food storage 
areas, in lockers, pantries and behind bar counters, in 
storerooms, in laundries and in all areas where vinyl or 
carpet have too short a lifespan, where tiles are too heavy 
and offer an unsatisfactory level of hygiene, and where 
water resistance, strength and maintenance are the key 
factors at play. Flexisecurit er, certified for indoor use, 
can be used today in all indoor areas. 

flexigel lh

flexisecurit er

 Scope IMO/MED Specific weight Indoor Outdoor
 

Flexigel decoro Long-lasting, flexible, resilient • 1,30 kg/l • •
 resin top coat   

Flexigel decoro soft Highly elastic and flexible top coat • 1,30 kg/l • •
    
 

Flexigel lh Highly reflective topcoat, combining  1,30 kg/l  •
 aesthetics with controlled surface 
 temperature for outside

Syntheteak Environmentally friendly, decorative,  • see reference • •
 wood-like deck, which applies for Flexigel lh,  products
 Flexigel decoro, Flexigel decoro soft.
 It is improved by no-slip features 
 and an outstanding appearance

Flexisecurit er Waterproof, resilient, long-lasting topcoat • 1,80 kg/l • 
 ideal for heavy duty and work areas
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